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We describe the technical details behind a novel voice-
based human-computer interface designed to enable in-
dividuals with motor impairments to use vocal para-
meters for both discrete and continuous control tasks.
Since discrete spoken commands are not ideally suited
to such tasks, our methodology exploits a large set of
continuous acoustic-phonetic parameters like pitch, loud-
ness, vowel quality, etc. Their selection is optimized
with respect to automatic recognizability, communica-
tion bandwidth, learnability, suitability, and ease of use.
These parameters are extracted continually in real time,
transformed via adaptation and acceleration, and con-
verted into continuous control signals.

1 Introduction
Many existing human-computer interface devices are
not ideally suited to individuals with motor impairments.
Specialized (and often expensive) human-computer in-
terfaces have been developed specifically for this tar-
get group, including sip-and-puff switches, head mice,
eye-gaze devices, chin joysticks, and tongue switches.
While many individuals with motor impairments have
complete use of their vocal system, these devices make
little use of it. Sip and puff switches, for example, have
low communication bandwidth, making it impossible to
achieve complex control tasks.

Natural spoken language is often regarded as the obvi-
ous choice for a human-computer interface. However,
despite significant research efforts in automatic speech
recognition (ASR), existing ASR systems are still not
perfectly robust to a wide variety of speaking condi-
tions, noise, accented speakers, dialects, etc. In addi-
tion, natural speech is optimal for communication be-
tween humans but sub-optimal for manipulating com-
puters, WIMP interfaces, or other electro-mechanical
devices (such as wheelchairs or a prosthetic robotic arm).
Standard spoken language commands are useful for dis-
crete but not for continuous operations. For example,
in order to move a cursor from the bottom-left to the
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upper-right of a screen, the user would have repeatedly
utter “up” and “right” or “stop”’ and “go”’ after setting
an initial trajectory and rate, which can be inefficient.
For these reasons, we have been developing an alterna-
tive reusable voice-based assistive technology termed
the ’Vocal Joystick’ (VJ).

2 THE VOCAL JOYSTICK

The VJ approach has three main characteristics: 1) Con-
tinuous control parameters: Unlike standard speech recog-
nition, the VJ engine exploits continuous vocal charac-
teristics that go beyond the capabilities of sequences of
discrete speech sounds and include e.g. pitch, vowel
quality, and loudness, which are mapped to continu-
ous control parameters. 2) Spoken language: Unlike
natural speech, the VJ input “language” is based on
a designed set of sounds. These sounds are selected
with respect to acoustic discriminability (maximizing
accuracy), pronounceability (to reduce potential vocal
strain), mnemonic characteristics (to reduce cognitive
load), robustness to environmental noise, and based on
suitability to the currently running application (e.g., a
VJ-based mouse might use only three discrete sounds
corresponding to mouse clicks). 3) Reusable infrastruc-
ture: Our goal is not to create a single application but to
provide a modular library that can be incorporated into
any application requiring vocal control. VJ technology
is not meant to replace but rather to complement stan-
dard speech recognition technology.

3 The VJ Engine

We have developed a portable modular library (the VJ
engine) that can be incorporated into a variety of ap-
plications such as mouse and menu control, or robotic
arm manipulation. Our design goal is to be modular,
low-latency, and as computationally efficient as possi-
ble. For example, we share common signal process-
ing operations in multiple signal extraction modules,
which yields real-time performance but leaves consider-
able computational headroom for the applications being
driven by the VJ engine.
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Figure 1: Vowel configurations as a function of their
dominant articulatory configurations.

3.1 Vocal Characteristics
In addition to discrete sound classes (e.g., syllables),
four vocal characteristics are currently extracted by the
VJ engine: energy, pitch, vowel quality, yielding four
simultaneously and independently specifiable degrees
of freedom. The first of these, localized acoustic energy,
is used for voice activity detection. In addition, it is nor-
malized relative to the current vowel detected, and is
used by our mouse application to control cursor veloc-
ity. For example, a loud voice causes a large movement
while a quiet voice causes a “nudge.” The second para-
meter, pitch, is also extracted but is currently unused in
existing applications (and thus constitutes a “free para-
meter” available for future VJ applications). The third
parameter is vowel quality. Unlike consonants, which
are characterized by a greater degree of constriction in
the vocal tract and which are inherently discrete in na-
ture, vowels are highly energetic and therefore are well
suited for environments where both high accuracy and
noise-robustness is crucial. We map vowels onto the
2-D vowel space characterized by tongue height and
tongue advancement (Figure 1). In our VJ-mouse sys-
tem, we use the four corners of this chart to map to
the 4 principle directions of up, down, left, and right
as shown in Figure 2.

Finally, discrete sounds are selected according to both
linguistic and system criteria. We incorporate a rejec-
tion mechanism of sounds corresponding to none of the
known discrete sounds. This is indispensable since the
input may easily include extraneous speech, non-speech
(e.g., breath), and other noise.

3.2 Comparisons to Related Work
There are a number of systems that have used the hu-
man voice in novel ways for controlling mouse move-
ment. We point out, however, that the Vocal Joystick is
conceptually different than the other systems in several
important respects, and this includes both latency and
design. First, VJ overcomes the latency problem in vo-
cal control. VJ allows the user to make instantaneous
directional changes using one’s voice (e.g., the user can
dynamically draw a ”U” or ”L” shape in one breath).
Olwal and Feiner’s system [3] moves the mouse only
after recognizing entire words. In Igarashi’s system [2],
one needs first to specify direction, and then afterwards
a sound to move in the said direction. De Mauro’s sys-
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Figure 2: Vowel-direction mapping: vowels corre-
sponding to directions for mouse movement in the
WIMP VJ cursor control. The four major direction vow-
els are: [ae] (“cat”) for vertical up movement; [uw]
(“boot”) for vertical down movement; [aa] (“hod”) for
right movement; and [iy] (“heed”) for left movement.
The additional four minor (or diagonal) direction vow-
els (chosen to be roughly a combination of the major
vowels) and used for the 8- (or 9-) category classifier
are: [a] (German pronunciation of “katrin”) for right-
up movement; [ow] (“hoed”) for right-down movement;
[ey] (“hayed”) for left-up movement; and [ix] (“tulip”)
for left-down movement. Also, we use a schwa [ax]
(“ago”) for a central non-movement vowel in the 9 (or 5)
category classifier, used as a carrier for when other pa-
rameters (pitch and/or amplitude) are to be controlled
without any positional change.

tem [1] moves the mouse after the user has finished vo-
calizing. The VJ, by contrast, has latency (time between
control parameter change in response to a vocal change)
on the order of reaction time (currently, approximately
60 ms), so direction and other parameters can change
during vocalization. The other key difference from pre-
vious work is that VJ is general software infrastructure,
designed from the outset not only for mouse control,
but also for controlling robotic arm, wheelchair, nor-
mal joystick signals, etc. A VJ system is customizable,
e.g., the vowel-to-space mapping can be changed by the
user. Our software system, moreover, is generic. It out-
puts simultaneous control parameters corresponding to
vowel quality, pitch, formants (F1/F2), and amplitude
(i.e., we even have unused degrees of freedom in the
mouse application). The system can be plugged into
either a mouse driver or any other system.
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